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About This Content

You’ve mastered the outbreak – now it’s time to master the green, with eighteen holes of pure wanton destruction. Flip zombies
the birdie with Super Ultra Dead Rising 4 Mini Golf where bloodthirsty, over the top zombie mayhem is par for the course. The

world of Super Ultra Dead Rising 4 Mini Golf is extreme, the fairways are the town of Willamette, Colorado, including the
iconic Willamette Memorial Megaplex Mall. As Frank West, use his favorite weapons as his set of golf clubs. With an oversize

golf ball drive long and hard down the fairways, reaching for the green for the perfect putt. Watch your score as you do not want
to bogey in this zombie filled eighteen-hole golf course. Mini golf is made crazier with the zombie horde as obstructions and

hazards. Use your golfing and zombie slaying skills to overcome this mini golf course. Dead Rising Fore!
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Title: Dead Rising 4 - Super Ultra Dead Rising 4 Mini Golf
Genre: Action
Developer:
Capcom Game Studio Vancouver, Inc.
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Dead Rising
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5-2400 or AMD FX 6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) or AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DX11-compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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dead rising 4 super ultra dead rising 4 mini golf

I got it about an hour ago and I love it. It's a puzzle game, and really long one too, much like the classic snake game, with extra
stuff to increase the difficulty. It has a difficulty system that can change it up if you find it too easy (or too hard, you know...).
There are twenty-four different floors in just the first level, out of three. The down side of it is that you have to collect a certain
amount of hearts to go to the next floor or to the next level. This can make it a bit redundant, but, if you like puzzle games, you
won't mind. The graphics are good and has it's own charm. I was impressed with everything this game has to offer and, again,
I've only played it for about an hour.
Now, the price is a little rough, unless you use hundred dollar bills to blow your nose, but not any worse than most Indie
games(because, you know, they need to eat). I ,personally, had a coupon from making a badge for it and scrounged up the last
buck twenty-five, but, if it's on sale, I'd recommend buying it.. It is a mystery.. Really useful dlc for payday 2. Shurikens can do:

Help in stealth. No more random grenades that ruin stealth.

In loud you can kill an enemy when you need to reload or even out of ammo.

Can be retrieved after use.

Help save your ammo.

They're also pretty powerful and can disable enemies temporarily.

You can kill silently even if you forget your silent gun and don't have or can't dominate.So even if you don't like another
things in this dlc, you can buy it only for shurikens. They worth it.. Well, first off before you read the review please buy
the whole set of games, now lets move onto the review.

So, this game I can alike to learning to ride a push bike, it takes dedication to learn, but once you do it just clicks, and
you think as yourself to some kind of god.

So here is the score

User Interface 7/10
Rageability 2/10 (Lower the better*)
Value for Money 10/10
Quality feeling/Mechanics 8.5/10
-------------------------------
Now onto why I gave those scores,
-------------------------------------
User Interface; I like it I really do, it feels high quality, and fluid, but I just think there needs to be some sort of auto
restart feature, or an easier way to restart, that is the reason I knocked down the score there.

Rageability; Rageability is a category that I think represents the overall quality of these games, I want a game to relax to,
not a game where I'm like "♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥KKKKKK" whereas I've
seen other games in a similar category make me do that, this one does not, because you can actually obtain skill in this
game, and that I believe makes a huge difference, but I'm leaving it at 2 (Lower the better*) because sometime I go
"FUCCCCCK" when I smash the space bar to respawn and it takes me to twitter only to say "I've got a score of 2 in
Pivot XL can you beat me?"

Value for $$$; Well in honesty, it has to be 10/10, there is just something about games these days on steam that cost this
sort of money and are♥♥♥♥♥♥ this game brings me back to I'd say 2013ish when pretty much all games on steam
were great, ahh back before the days of GreenLight! Yeah Basically, it feels really nice, doesn't feel cheap at all.

Quality Feeling/Mechanics; Great feeling on the controls, so simple too, great for older generations, some games are so
overwhelming, but this game, you just use your hands, keyboard, space bar, and left click on ya mouse, beautiful huh,
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And it feels great too.

TL;DR
Great game, Great Dev, Great Vibes. Oh also did I mention Adam, the developer, is one of the most down to earth
developers out there with so much success, also he's Canadian, so he is bound to be nice :)

Overal Score, 8.9/10
. VR version:
Was really looking forward to this title, looked really promising. In reality its a prize turd.

Issues with steam overlay, turning it all off allowed me to play the game, but it runs horribly, very poor optimization,
clunky. It just plain feels and looks bad.
Very disappointing, I wouldnt reinstall this garbage again if it were free.. Oldschool arcade style shooter. Although I
doubt these in-game graphics would've been up to the standard of the major arcade game companies of the day. The
game uses an unusual abstract style where many of the enemies appear to be rather box like, although some resemble
things like aircraft or tanks. Although I suppose there's nothing really wrong with them it's kinda hard to get exited about
killing a box.

Aside from that, the manga style cutscene and background graphics are excellent. And there's a few backgrounds, music
remixes and player skins to be unlocked, as well as "Free Play" mode, which allows you to continue after losing all your
lives. This last one is the only one that affects gameplay in any way, and the only one I felt particularly exited about
unlocking.

Variable difficulty adjusts itself to the players performance, with three basic modes to keep the difficulty within a
certain range. Although I find I tend to get about as far through on the medium setting as I do on the lower setting, only
my score is much higher.

No weapon upgrades, although there is a choice of weapons at the start, suiting a variety of play styles. And three kinds
of in game weaponry. There is a primary weapon, with unlimited power, which can be fired in rapid or concentrated
mode. A secondary weapon which uses up power, each of the two characters has three to choose from with a variety of
effects. I usually go for the most powerful one. The power of the secondary weapon is multiplied when you kill lots of
enemies in quick succession. And finally a bomb/shield/energy drop, which will auto-activate if you get hit on the easiest
setting, saving your life, but costing you all your bombs which you were saving for the boss.

Overall I'd have to say this is a fun, challenging (I've only made it to level 4/5 on normal) game.

8.8/10

(I haven't tried it on a vertical monitor, but I'd say add +0.2 if you have one). Let me preface this with a statement of
support towards Finalbossblues, I've been a fan of the Time Fantasy tileset since its initial release and have steadily been
purchasing them, and never had issues until now. The previous sets are great and definitely worth it if you are interested
in this particular art style.

Now onto the Farm and Fort set.
The tilesets for the actual forts and farms themselves are great, and of the same quality as every other release for Time
Fantasy. The icons, however are not. Included in this DLC is multiple size formats for the icon set (also the reason I
believe this DLC is the price it is, almost 5.00 CAD more than the other tilesets). These icon sets are the proper sizes for
every rpg maker EXCEPT for VX Ace. I've spent quite a while trying to fit them into my project, and not a single size
(including the size that is listed as the intended VX Ace iconset) functioned. I've had to end up making my own icon set
from the ground up, resizing everything and as a result lowering the quality of the icons to fit the game. I would not
recommend it if you are interested in the icon sets for VX ACE (others seem perfectly fine), as you will not find what
you are looking for. Hopefully I can change this review to a recommendation in the future, but as of 7\/5\/2018 it will
remain a thumbs down.. Super fun, good controls, but two gripes.

Optimize it, I want to actually play it.
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Give us pitch controls and turn controls.. its not as bad as you may think it works better then the Galdbeck map and the
buses are not bad
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This game is great but has a major flaw: the camera

It really needs a "z-target"ing system like in zelda. I tried my best to like this one - about 3 sessions of 15 minutes each on 3
separate days - but I simply couldn't endure it anymore. Although the game has a really good soundtrack (it was very nostalgic
of a Final Fantasy 3 castle tune), it was too random and largely uninspiring to continue playing.

The gun doesn't shoot particularly straight, and the enemies are very far away, which gives the game a very random feel as
opposed to any sort of skill or improvement in shooting. Also, enemies shoot from far away and their bolts are very fast, making
it almost impossible to dodge. The lack of feedback after being hit didn't give me much desire to even try to dodge, really, and I
found myself 'wild-wild-west'ing most of the time on the same dreary path.

While everyone seems to be heralding this for its super cheap price, I would argue that there are MUCH better shooters out
there for the same or less (or free) right now on the vive. It was a good attempt, but this one just didn't do it for me.. Love this
game. The puzzle of figuring out teh right supply routs to maximize profits = Win!. This is pure♥♥♥♥♥♥
Bugs galore, sounds are great *cough*, looks ugly as♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls don't work well, 1/10. didn't know it was a visual
novel.. If you liked Choose Your Own Adventure books as a kid you will love this. Spelling needs some work but overall i really
enjoyed it. I paid $1.24 on sale and worth every penning. Going to buy the sequel!. I absolutely love this game. It is so much fun
to create scenarios and play them. You do need to have a good knowledge of the game though to deal with the major bugs. It's
sad that the game won't really be worked on anymore but don't listen to all the bad reviews, the game is still heaps of fun and
totally worth the $5, its best if you find other people on discord and such that can give you fun, custom scenarios.. Absolute
Garbage. Refunded. You're probably going to look at this and think... uh... Rogue-like? Final Fantasy clone? There are actually
very few games like this. The only one I know about that has the same type of game mechanics is an obscure game called Tower
of the Sorceror. This is basically a resource-management puzzle game. You have to logically determine the best order of
attacking monsters and collecting power-ups. I'm now playing through it my second time. An ingenious game to be sure, and so
much thought has been put into the design. There are no reflexes required--purely turn-based--but turns are performed instantly
after you press a key. So it doesn't have the slow pace of other strategy games.
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